•

cannot ignore relevant evidence or take into account irrelevant considerations

•

cannot draw irrational or unfounded conclusions (s20/2002)

•

cannot give some evidence unreasonable weight (Peko Wallsend)

•

cannot fly in the face of the overwhelming weight of evidence (Bond)

EXAM NOTES – IMPROPER EXERCISE OF
DISCRETION GROUNDS OF REVIEW
Improper Exercises of Discretion
1. Failure to exercise discretion: DM refuses to make, delays or otherwise fails to make a
decision they have a duty to make.
2. Improper delegation
3. Acting under dictation: DM improperly acts at the behest of another or is dictated to by
another – improper level of influence imposed on the DM
4. DM inflexibly applies a policy disregarding the merits of a case, fetters discretion.

1. Failure to Exercise Discretion
X can make an argument on the grounds of a failure to exercise discretion pursuant to
[ADJRA s 7/ JRA s 22].
•

3 issues must be considered to establish this ground:
a. there is a duty in the act, and not a mere power, to exercise discretion as
established by: “the DM MUST perform X by [lime limit after application has
submitted]”
b. there has been a failure to perform that duty because DM…
c. the duty to exercise discretion is a continuing one because…
i. this part is tricky here because there is often a provision which says that
failure to respond by a certain time frame does not invalidate the decision
but is deemed to have been a rejection  therefore it is not an ongoing
discretion to reply.
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Conclusion: A court will generally order that the [duty to do Y] be performed by
exercising the discretion in accordance with [statutory provision], not that it be
exercised in a particular way.

2. Improper Delegation
X can make an argument on the grounds of an improper delegation pursuant to [ADJRA s
5(1)(c)/ JRA s 20(2)(c) and (d)] and the presumption against delegation (Way v R).
This is because parliament has envisaged a delegation of power to the
[Minister/A.Minister/Secretary etc] but they have further delegated to [administrative
officer/assistance secretary etc] which would constitute a breach of the Act. As in Way it is
not up to the delegate to sub-delegate the authority to grant [permission for temp absence
or whatever grant was!], and thus would be argued as an error of law so is a non-existent
order.
The ‘rule’ against delegation: Way v R – Way challenged the validity of the order because it had been
made by a sub-delegate, and the delegation requires the exercise of responsibility by the delegate
envisaged by the Act. Held: it is not up to the delegate to sub-delegate the authority to grant permission for
temp absence in the manner purported to be done in this case. Order was therefore invalid and conviction
quashed.

However, the Department may argue that:
- Delegation does not occur here because the [designated DM] retains sufficient
control over the DM process that it may be said that he or she made the decision: per
Mason J in O’Reilly; Peko Wallsend per Brennan J.
o This is evident because …[eg. it was only partly delegated and delegate
retained the final DM power]
o This will not be strong argument because the AO/AS has signed in his/her own
name, and this acting in his own name indicates independence from the
delegator and not under the control/direction/behest of [Minister/designated
DM].

OR
-

the presumption against delegation can be rebutted due to an [express/implied]
power to delegate under legislation.

i.

To determine if there is an express power to delegate under legislation must consider
whether [the delegate] has validly exercised the power [to do something].


The statute does/does not contain provisions allowing for the DM powers of [this
type] to be delegated pursuant to [section empowering act].
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